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“Wind – Rotarians of the Landscape” 
 

“Wind and Values” 
Creating Wind Energy, a Responsibility of Our Times 

 
Preface 
 

More and more frequently, modern “wind wheels” are seen rotating throughout our lands. 
They are in a sense related to us Rotarians – and they carry a worthy message – along 
with our Four Questions Probe. (http://www.karl.schlecht.de/ks/def_werte.htm) 
They can bring a stop to the enormous waste of usable wind energies and the poisoning 
of our atmosphere. 

 
In accordance with our guiding principles, we as Rotarians are beholden to exercise responsible 
thinking and acting in a broader sense and compelled to serve our communities. Within the 
meaning of our Four Questions Probe, it cannot be fair to future generations and at the same 
time serve the well being of mankind to “burn up” in a short period of time all the fossil energies 
(such as coal, oil, and gas), that were created naturally through the millennia through solar power.  
Not to mention that the use of these fuels verifiably also damages our atmosphere. We do not 
even give nature the chance anymore to replenish these raw materials for future generations 
because we immediately use up 
everything that solar power is 
providing us.  
 
Thus, we sin not just once but 
twice. Nuclear energy is being 
opposed, amongst other things, 
because of the still unresolved 
disposal problem. For new nuclear 
power plants, one has to deal with 
all inclusive costs to be borne by 
our society that reputedly will total 
up to 0,51 € per kWh. 
 
If one is not receptive to these 
easily understood considerations 
or discards them with shallow 
arguments, he is missing reality.            
 
Only over time will investments in wind power farms at relatively well-suited sites result in 
acceptable investments returns at an acceptable risk profile in comparison to other capital 
ventures. This is not a playground for crapshooters and gamblers out for short-term success – 
although it seems to look that way at times. 
 
The frequently overestimated yields of the investment will rarely be attained. Under normal 
circumstances the equity return will lie between 7% to 10% over a period of 20 years. Taking the 
inherent risks into account, this is obviously far less advantageous then the returns provided by 
reputed international investment funds.                
 
In fairness to the next thousand generations and in full recognition of our mutual responsibility for 
our environment, we must focus on regenerative energy sources. Conceivably, we must also 
actively contribute to their development as well as towards a positive augmentation of the public 
opinion concerning it. This is the purpose of my presentation “Wind and Values”. 
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(Presentation slides to this can be found at http://www.wind-energie.de/suchen-und-
finden/suchen.htm, here search for „slide*“). 
 
 
Opportunities and Duties Regarding Renewable Energy Sources 
 
The present electrical energy industry is based on a very high and still widening exploitation of 
our planet’s fossil resources. The burning of these raw materials accounts for approximately 40% 
of the total CO2-emmissions into the world’s atmosphere. Long-term, they cause damages to both 
environment and man. Unfortunately, the utilization of renewable natural energy resources will 
just bring little relief. 
 
For lack of today’s modern technology, the enormous bounty of accessible wind energy has been 
used by man but for a small extent of its full potential during the last ten thousand years. Limited 
use did exist for grain mills and small water pumps. When at the beginning of the 20th century, 
electricity, as an easily transportable form of energy, changed the entire energy supply system, 
the traditional windmills were largely shut down. 
 
How productive modern wind turbines can really be can be seen in this 
comparison: 
 
The Putzmeister-Werk Aichtal (www.putzmeister.de) 
shown in this picture uses approximately four million 
kWh per year. Based on a normal 24-hour workday 
in February, this represents approximately 450,000 
kWh. The top consumption level was, thereby, at 
approximately 1,000 kWh. 
 
Four million kWh is exactly the number that one of 
our six wind turbines produces annually in the 
Klockow wind park, 
www.windwin.de/de/projekte/klockow.asp. Note that 
the turbine superimposed in this picture is depicted 
accurately to scale. 
 
In a normal wind year, that very same output can 
thus provide energy for this kind of plant in which 
over 600 people are employed, even if the turbines 
have to deliver their power from a distant location through the supply network. 
 
But what impact do “tiny” 77 m rotor diameters have on the immense atmosphere that could be 
used for generating energy from wind? Basically, they just demonstrate how much energy we are 
really wasting by not taking advantage of the wind. 
 
Indirect Solar Effect 
 
Besides wind and the utilization of direct sunrays, a multitude of other types of energy generation 
from indirect solar effects is possible, including the utilization of biomass, i.e., the burning or 
gasifying of wood and straw, etc. In many places this has already been successfully 
accomplished in modern-day agricultural factories. 
 
Globally available wind energy exceeds the world usage of primary energy 30 times over and is 
up to now being wasted to the greatest extent. Not until the oil crisis of the 1970s, a series of 
accidents at nuclear power plants, the global warming of the earth atmosphere, and the present 
drought in Brazil, have industrial nations began to realize how dangerous and potentially 
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unsatisfying their methods of energy generations really are. Fortunately, this did lead to some 
rethinking in some instances. 
 
The urgently needed improvement of this situation can be achieved by means of a steadily 
increasing focusing on renewable energy sources, which dependent upon the individual situation, 
could cover up to approximately 30% of the total energy needs. Precondition to this, however, is 
solving the problem of the inconsistencies in the wind availability. 
 
The Wuppertal Institute for Climate and Energy is of the opinion that even in a densely populated 
country like Germany, wind energy could contribute 10% to 20% to the total electricity production 
in the utility grid by the year 2010. On a global basis, the inherent potential of all available sites 
suited for wind energy installations would be sufficient to achieve the same percentage. 
 
Through increased wind utilization, our still extensive, but ultimately limited fossil deposits – which 
are all the result of solar energy - could at least be stretched to the extent that future generations 
can still benefit from them. That is, if we ignore for a moment the atmospheric impact. Beyond 
that and the next 100 years, there will continue to be the need for continuous technical 
innovations, including nuclear energy, to finally reach total independence from fossil fuel. From 
today’s point of view, this is entirely possible. 
 
Curiously, precisely these ideas are presently being opposed by some environmental 
protectors. These very same people should not be complaining when the US government is, for 
reputable reasons and probably only temporarily, not willing to support regenerative energy 
sources anymore the way it did previously.                                 
 
In spite of all that, wind turbines will increasingly become structures that people will take for 
granted and become accustomed to, like they did to the high-tension power pylons in earlier 
years. Electrical power through wind, however, can only be produced in network with 
conventional energy sources. And today, those are  still cheaper, especially when one sets aside 
their more expensive associated costs and their damaging impact on the environment. 
 
The Question of Price – a Complicated Reality! 
 
To be a Rotarian, means to go to the bottom of the truth. How expensive is energy generated 
from wind really?  
 
It is said that at certain sites in the US electricity from coal can be generated for the energy 
distributors at a cost of one cent per kWh. In Europe, the cost is three to five cents/kWh. In 
Hawaii in 2001, energy produced through diesel generators came to seven or even nine 
cents/kWh. Modern cooperative natural gas power stations are presently the best alternative in 
Europe. Solar-thermal power stations in the US can produce power for nine to 13 cents/kWh. 
There are also reports of a modern, so-called SOLARMUDO system, in Egypt that produces 
energy for just four cents/kWh. Photovoltaic electricity costs 40 to 50 cents/kWh. 
 
Dependent upon the chosen site (that is, dependent upon wind speed, initial investment and 
maintenance costs), wind energy costs lie between four and eight cents/per kWh. These costs 
will decline at higher annual wind speeds. Ideal would be readouts of over seven m/s, which 
equate to 2,500 to 3,000 full load hours. 
 
The traditional construction costs, however, in some cases can be considerably higher due to so-
called external costs. In this category fall the costs and damages for replacements, 
environmental protection, health, and safety. 
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The European Commission detailed the following costs in 2001: 
 

Cents/kWh 
 

Installation External Costs Total Real Costs 

Wind 0.04 to 0.08 0.0005 to 0,0025 0.04 to 0.08 0.04 NFO-UK 
(0.06 DOE-USA) 

Gas 0.035 0.01 to 0.04 0.045 to 0.075 0.05 
Coal 0.04 0.02 to 0.15 0.042 to 0.19 0.09 
Nuclear 0.06 0.002 to 0.006 0.062 to 0.066  

 
Taken as a whole and objectively calculated, in many places wind power can thus be considered 
to be one of the least expensive energy sources. This should give the unfortunately ever-
increasing number of wind power opponents some food for thought.  
 
The introduction of the Öko Tax in Germany was the first step within the scope of environmental 
protection that uses the principle of cause and effect in the energy industry. By means of the 
resulting increase in energy prices, more rational energy consumption, efficient energy 
conversion, and utilization of renewable energy sources will increasingly become more attractive. 
 
The recently introduced “Erneubare Energien Gesetz” (EEG, Renewable Energy Act) that came 
into law in 2001 brought the necessary protection for private investors interested in pursuing 
increased utilization of wind energy. Under it, the average consumer, not the state, subsidizes 
regenerative energies with a surcharge of approximately 0.1 to 0.2 cents/kWh. This is hardly 
worth mentioning considering that today’s standard tariff ranges between 10 to 15 cents/kWh. For 
the average household this would translate to just four Euros per annum today, and 
approximately seven for the year 2010. 
 
But even at an investment return of 7% to 10%, the 
unquestionably risky wind energy utilization will not really 
be more profitable when compared with strong 
international investment funds. So far, these funds have 
shown returns of 12% to 14% based on a 30-year annual 
average. 
 
However, as opposed to many other capital investments, 
the annual return on investments in wind energy is never 
zero or even negative, but only varying by approximately 
20% in comparison to the “standard” year. 
 
Picture: Windwin Park Klockow/Uckermark, northwest of 
Prenzlau, directly on the new Autobahn to Usedom, with 6 
ENRON 1.5 MW on 100 meter towers, with 77 meter rotor; 
approx. 4 million kWh per annum per unit. 
http://windwin.de/de/projecte/klockow.asp  
 
German Energy Production 
 
Worldwide, Germany is today the largest market for wind turbines ahead of Spain and the USA. 
 
At the end of 2002, the output from a total of approximately 13,000 wind energy farms in 
Germany numbered 10,000 MW. In the year 2000 alone, in Germany, wind energy farms with a 
total energy output of 1,668 MW became connected to the distributor grid. This was more than 
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ever before. Prognoses for 2002 and 2003, infer an additional increase of approximately 1,500 to 
2,000 MW. 
 
This means that Germany will soon cover 3% of its annual electric energy needs through energy 
from wind farms. Additionally, since 1990, carbon dioxide and other factory gas emissions 
decreased by nearly 20%. This compares to 4% in the entire European Union. 
 
In Denmark, where wind is historically strong, the energy portion provided by wind power 
amounts to over 10%. For that reason, Denmark reduced its feed-in allowance to limit the 
expensive demand for make-up energy needed from the energy providers in case of lack of wind. 
Reputedly, for these very same reasons, the planned erection of four of the six offshore wind 
parks was cancelled. That economic limit for the energy providing industry will also have to be 
faced by Germany. It will furthermore result in corresponding changes in the feed-in allowance for 
new installations as well as the reliance protection for existing wind turbine investments. 
 
In Spanish Navarra, today the existing wind turbines can cover more than 100% of the local 
energy requirements on wind-strong days. They are even able to export over capacities. 
However, in other Spanish provinces and in France, the introduction of wind power is just 
beginning. 
 
Among the renewable energy sources, hydroelectric power takes up first place in the energy 
consumption with 22 million kWh in Germany. This is a consumption number that increased in the 
year 2000 from 500 to 514 million KWh. Wind power follows with 9.2 million kWh and energy from 
biomass with 4.5 million kWh. Notably, the highest increase was recorded in wind power energy 
with 70% of the approximately 2% of its total consumption. This represents nearly one half of the 
hydroelectric power. The desirable goal for the future would be to cover any additional increase in 
energy consumption through wind power. In all of Europe, only 6% of the total energy 
consumption for the year 2000 came from renewable energy sources. 
 
A comparison to nuclear energy: In 2000 EDF, the largest European provider of nuclear energy 
produced 470 billion kWh hours from nuclear energy. This represents 80% of their total energy 
production and corresponds to approximately 80% of all of Germany’s energy needs. RWE, in 
comparison, produced “only” 210 billion kWh. We should all be prepared that within the next 10  
to 20 years nuclear energy will emerge as playing again a larger role. 
 
Digesting fluctuations  
 
The power available from wind turbines and solar energy installations is subject to high 
fluctuations, both daily and annually. Strong winds can be expected in the months from 
September until March. Between years, the wind can fluctuate by as much as 20%, plus or 
minus. But there are days when there may be no wind at all. 
 
So that the lights never go out, the conventional energy sources within the framework of the 
provider net must be on constant and unrestricted standby in case of a temporary calmness. 
We must be willing to pay for this luxury as our contribution to a safe environment and provision 
for the future. This is not much different from using hydroelectric power, as the impact of the 
ongoing lack of rain can be observed in Brazil.  
 
It is also important to realize that renewable energy is only temporary and supplementary – never 
a complete substitute for fossil or nuclear energy. 
 
There will always be wind, somewhere, some time, or other, as part of the solar effect. Wind 
exists predominantly in the crossings between high pressure and low pressure fields of the 
weather situation. In them, the so-called Coriolis forces produce the great wind whirls one can 
see on meteorology charts. Strong winds come into being where the isobar distances are narrow. 
A properly planned installation of the wind turbines will partially compensate for disparate wind 
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forces. The variations in the output of wind turbines can increasingly be compensated through 
utilizing biogas and biomass elements. 
 
A new key technology and aid towards the unfolding changeover to renewable energies is the 
systematic, but until now much too costly, storage of large energy quantities. In this respect, fuel 
cells and the production of hydrogen through wind power may play an important part in the 
future. Offshore, promising explorations are being undertaken, although the risks and costs 
involved have sometimes been underestimated.  
 
The classical pump storage installations or the underground air pressure silos may again attract 
attention in the near future. Stored electrical energy, however, has a price tag that is 30% to 40% 
higher than its initial production cost. The cost of the storage in air pressure tanks in underground 
caverns comes to six to seven cents/ kWh. 
 
Efficient Technology through International State Subsidy 
 
At the beginning of the 1980s, wind energy installations with horizontal 
axes of rotation, gear boxes, asynchronous generators, and three 
rotor blades firmly attached to the hub became generally accepted 
among a multitude of different construction methods. In their 
effectiveness, they surpassed many times over the traditional wind 
wheels made from sheet metal, wood, or cloth sails. One or two blade 
rotors usually are too noisy since they have to run faster. 
 
Today, the engine housing is installed on top of the tower and able to 
pivot. At a power rating of essentially 800 to 2,500 kW, it contains all 
the mechanical and electro-technical components needed to 
transform the turning of the rotor into electrical energy. Attached 
sensors guarantee that the turbine axis keeps facing into the wind as 
the wind changes direction. 
 
Like the wings of an airplane, the wind strikes the rotor blades, and 
due to their aerodynamically designed shape, the wind creates a “lift” 
in the peripheral direction that causes the rotor to spin. 
 
In this field, the Stuttgart professor Hütter is to be considered a pioneer since the 1950s. He has 
also used automatic angle adjustable blades, which today are standard. (Picture: Experimental 
field Stötten-Ostalb). 
 
After many previously unsuccessful attempts, at the beginning of the 1990s, modern-day and 
relatively less costly wind energy installations with an average output of over 100 kW were 
constructed. Due to state sponsored subsidies in the US and Denmark, the tremendous further 
development in the wind energy technique made the mass production of installations with an 
output of up to 2.5 MW (NORDEX N 80) possible. One installation of this performance class is 
equipped with a rotor diameter of 80 meters and is capable of delivering energy for approximately 
1,200 households, if installed on an inland site where the wind blows regularly. 
 
Since the beginning of the 1980s, the output improvement of modern installations shows a 
development factor of ten! This would have never been possible without the state subsidies of the 
last 15 years. 
 
(See also: DFI presentation Dr. Twele: Development of rotor diameters and rated power output)                           
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The development of powerful and dependable wind energy installations will continue to progress 
in the coming years. Quite a number of manufacturers have already perfected installation models 
with two to five MW. These are especially suited for offshore installations. 
  
Simple Engines with So-called “Stall” Principle Are Dying Out 
 
The simplest construction principle is the one 
that has rigid blades on a three-wing rotor. It 
is attractive because of its long lasting 
continuous, day and night, operating capability 
(109 load exposure). Sometimes called the 
“Danish Concept,” it has found worldwide 
acceptance, especially during the wind energy 
promotion in the US during the 1980s. 
 
(Picture: Stall installation, nacelle) 
 
In this case, the slowly turning rotor drives an 
asynchronous generator over a multi-stage 
transmission at a constant number of 
revolutions. The generator itself is coupled with 
the electrical grid over a trafo. At high wind 
speeds over 18 m/s, the output of the installation will be curbed by vacating the airflow from the 
rotor blade (Stall effect). 
 
Dependent upon the net frequency of either 50 or 60 Hz, the direct coupling of a generator that 
permits the rotating to be switched from 1,000 to 1,500 rpm, allows present wind energy 
installations to rotate at a constant speed. Rotors with 60 meters diameters turn at a speed that 
varies from 11 to 16 rpm. However, they only begin to start turning at a wind speed of 
approximately three to four m/sec. Slower winds do not provide energy of any significance and 
also constantly change their direction. The yield of the output increases as the cube of the wind 
speed. 
 
Pitch Engines More Effective  
 
During the 1990s, all these technical concepts known from earlier on established themselves 
because of increased market demands and improved technologies. 
 
Rotor blades that provide for adjustment in regard to their horizontal axis allow for an actively and 
automatically controlled steering of their production intake (Pitch control, and “Active Stall”). 
Computer controlled blade angles can be adapted to higher wind speeds to avoid generator 
overload. 
  
This leads to a higher energy output and a lesser strain on the main components when compared 
to the stall regulation. Footing, tower, and rotor can thus be built from less heavy materials. This 
is essential for the new megawatt installations. 
 
Blade alignment is also used to stop the installation by turning the blades out of the wind. This 
eliminates the expensive blade tip brake used with the stall engines. Equally, the strain on the 
wear-prone disc brake on the high-speed gear shaft to the generator can be lessened or the 
brake itself constructed even much smaller. 
 
An important factor to recognize is that modern-day pitch control not only allows for a weight and 
cost reduction at larger installations, but also results in higher effectiveness through longer 
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blades. Some manufacturers today offer their machines with either standard blades, or for 
locations with lesser wind exposure, ones that are 10% longer.       
 
Wind machines of the future will have both in one: longer wing lengths and more accurate 
controls because even in wind-strong locations, one will find occasionally lower wind speeds that 
also have to be fully utilized. It is safe to assume that future major facilities will have extreme 
large, lighter, and more flexible blades that will be running downwind behind a tall lattice tower. 
Their output will exceed today’s by 10% to 30%, and will be mostly erected on wind-strong inland 
sites. Of course, one must strive for much less complicated machines that will be able to operate 
much more profitably and thus, be in a better position to compete with the conventional energy 
production.  
 
In addition, installations with variable speeds of rotation combined with adjustable blade 
positioning offer additional 3% to 5% output improvement and an especially good grid 
accommodation. Furthermore, they are also essential for building less heavy installations while at 
the same time allowing increases in the rotor diameters. 
 
The de-coupling of the generator from the fixed frequency of the electricity grid is assured through 
modern performance electronics. Due to the variable speed of rotation of approximately five to 30 
rpm (dependent on the magnitude), the generator will be able to yield electricity that depends 
entirely on the speed frequency. This electrical energy (e.g. Enercon) will initially be rectified in 
the nacelle and, subsequently, transformed by an inverter in the tower footing to the frequency 
required by the public power supply grid. There are other electrical solutions available on today’s 
market, which offer similar effects although at a somewhat lower rotating speed variance. In these 
instances, wind gusts can be utilized by a short-term increase in the rotating speed for temporary 
storage in a rotor that can weight up to 40 tons. 
       
The rotor speed can also be controlled to limit noise emissions or improve the utilization of 
varying wind speeds. This will increase both the efficiency and the public acceptance of wind 
installations, especially on inland sites. 
 
Direct Drive Engines 
 
A ring generator that is directly connected with the rotor 
of a wind energy installation (Enercon, Lagerwey) 
eliminates the need for a gearbox. In this case, the 
generator is a special multi-terminal synchronous 
machine, especially construed for this purpose. Due to 
both a low maintenance operation as well as resistance 
to wear, its advantage are the elimination of the fast 
rotating machine components that normally are the main 
causes for breakdowns. 
 
In today’s modern wind energy installations we find both 
the mechanically simpler, but still relatively more 
expensive DD-principle “Direct Drive” as well as the 
construction principle “Standard Generator and 
Gearbox.” 
 
 
In the near future, we may also find still simpler 
generators reaching the market that are equipped 
with permanent magnets (PMG). Examples of these 
types of generators are the prototypes “Genesys”, 
developed by Prof. Klinger at the FH Saarbrücken 
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and the “VENSYS” wind turbine, presently still under development. 
 
FA. Winwind OY Finnland is starting mass production with the so-called Multibrid System 
(http://www.winwind.fi). In this instance, a planetary gearbox is connected serially in front of the 
permanent magnetic generators from ABB. It is similar to the Pfleiderer offshore machine with five 
MW that is presently still in a planning stage. (http://www.pfleiderer-wind.com/dt02tech/03.htm) 
 
Zephyros LW 72 
 
Permanent magnetic generators without a gearbox (direct 
drive) are being offered with the “Zephyros” LW 72. It is 
equipped with an ABB generator at a 4,000 kV level and 
ABB power electronics. Developed by Lagerwey, it runs 
directly on the canal coast near Rotterdam. It is also 
scheduled for certification for offshore operation before 
year-end (2003). (http://www.lagerwey.nl/72.htm) 
 
 
 
 
Inland Machines for Wind Poor Locations 
 
Here the hub has been increased to a minimum of approximately 1.5 times the rotor diameter. 
When compared to the hitherto standard configuration, the rotor diameter in this case is 
increased by 10% to 20% at the same rated power. At 1.5 MW, 77 meters rotors can then be 
used on inland sites. At this dimension, they are best suited in locations with an annual average 
wind speed of wind class 2, that is up to a maximum of 7.5 m/s. Consequently, they allow for a 
much higher harvesting at inland sites. 
 
They reach their nameplate power output already at 10 to 12 m/s. However, in case of strong 
winds, this requires control of the frontal wind exposure, which is highest at the rated power, 
through quick or even sectional pitching of the blades. In this case, the structural peak load will be 
more or less reduced through intelligent operational methods using back pitching. The resulting 
output losses will be overcompensated through the use of the larger rotor diameters that can now 
be used and which utilize the more frequent weak winds much better. 
 
NEG Micon is marketing a typical inland machine with their NM 82 since the year 2003. At 1.5 
MW rated power, it has an 82 meters rotor diameter and 108 meters hub height, mounted on a 
steel tower. Traditional windmills, especially stall control machines, reach their rated nameplate 
power not before approximately 15 m/s. 
 
Noise emissions 
 
Through limiting the blade tip speed and through modern aerodynamics, today’s machines have 
become much more environmental friendly and can be adapted to individual situations also in 
their rpm output. 
 
Elastic gear suspension and noise diminishing lining of the engine housing are today standard 
with modern super machines. The reduction in the dispersal of noise from the transmission and 
body vibration is largely averted through the use of concrete towers. Each machine is subjected 
to a type test, and only approved if it does not exceed the legally permitted noise levels. A 
construction permit is only granted when the noise level in adjacent residential areas does not 
exceed 45 dBa (at night: 35 dBa). Even the questions concerning the inaudible low frequency 
infrasonic sound (< 20 Hz) have been answered satisfyingly.              
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Towers with over 100 meter Height 
 
Lower towers with a 1.2 relation between hub height and rotor diameter should only be used in 
weather conditions unaffected by gales and only at sea or in flatlands. At inland sites, and when 
large rotors of over 60 meters are being used, the hub height should at least portray 1.5 to 1.7 
times the rotor diameter. Furthermore, inland landscape profiles, which are normally strongly 
exposed to gale, require higher towers than presently in use. 
 
It is a proven fact that in the range of 60 to 100 meters an increase in the height of the hub by one 
meter will result in a 0.7% to 1.0% increase in output. Therefore, dependent upon height, wind 
profile, and the cost of the tower, it is important to find an optimal constellation for each individual 
location.  
 
The ever increasing rotor diameters, presently already at 70 to 90 meters, require towers that are 
at least 100 meters tall and should be running parallel with the wind direction in order to maximize 
the wind utilization. Towers still restricted to 65 meters hub height by local authorities lead 
unquestionably to waste in the investment of expensive machines. The cost of the towers when 
increased from 65 to 100 meters hub height is approximately 200,000 Euros. In wind-strong 
locations their cost can thus be amortized within 2 to 4 years. 
 
Today, towers made from tubular steel are still largely in use. In order to stay below the critical 
swaying exposure that can occur with hub heights of more than 100 meters, and also to reduce 
transport costs, ENERCON and WINTUS lately offer towers made of concrete. These units are 
produced from pre-stressed concrete to make them resistant to the high dynamic strain. Even at 
hub heights of 100 to 140 meters with a seven to ten meters base diameter, there is still enough 
room in the tower to install a fireproof transformer.  Relatively more reasonably priced are the so-
called hybrid towers. These are built of pre-stressed concrete from 30 to 50 meters in height and 
then they are completed with steel tubing. 
 
Lattice Towers with Affordable Acquisition Costs 
 
Lately lattice towers are making a come back. When they 
exceed 100 meters in height, their costs become 
substantially more favorable. From a distance they are less 
visible. The flame galvanization of the steel profiles and 
super sturdy screws make them durable for a long time. 
Other advantages are lower transportation costs, local 
production accessibility, and easier installation. However, 
icing-up may prevent access to the machine and could 
result in breakdowns. Beyond that they are also easy prey to 
acts of sabotage. For these reasons, their usefulness is at 
times subject to controversy. 
 
This picture shows wind turbines with 77 meters rotors on 
lattice towers with 112 meters hub height. To build them 
lower would impair uniform turbine load, increase the 
exposure to gale, and lose the annual output of 
approximately 1% per one meter height.   
 
For towers of over 60 meters, simple electric elevators to 
provide access for service personnel can be built next to 
them or into the interior on traditional ladders.         
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Rotor Blades 
 
Since the success story of the “Danish Concept,” remarkable progress has been made in the 
development of noise optimized rotor blades with high aerodynamic efficiency. We are talking 
about durable lightweight construction components made from fiberglass reinforced composite 
materials. 
 
The operating life of today’s 
blades made by reputable 
manufacturers is estimated to 
be at least 20 years. This is 
also true for all other 
important components of 
modern wind turbines. This 
corresponds to compulsory 
200,000 total load hours and 
fatigue strength of 108 load 
exposure of all dynamically 
exposed parts. 
 
This applies especially to rotor blades. They are actually constructed over-dimensioned in 
regards to their bending resistance to prevent them from brushing against the tower when 
bending in strong gales in a windward arrangement. In today’s tendency towards optimization of 
the windmills, a leeward arrangement is again favored. 
 
Energy Yield and Capacity 
 
Looking at a wind farm from a balance sheet aspect, one will find that it is remarkable good. At 
favorable inland sites, an installation produces in less than six months the same energy 
aggregate that was required for its construction. Comparatively, for solar power the balance sheet 
would be negative. 
 
In accordance with Betz’ law basically only a maximum of 60% of the energy inherent in the wind 
can be utilized.   
 
At inland sites where the average wind speeds are less than seven m/s at hub height, the full 
capacity utilization of even the most modern turbines lies below 20% of their full theoretical 
capacity. This theoretical capacity presumes a constant utilization of the installed rated power 
output for 8,760 hours per annum. Especially at wind-strong sites where annual wind speeds of 
nine to 10 m/s are recorded, capacity factors of 40% to 50% can be attained. This represents 
about 3,500 to 4,000 full load hours. At modern wind farms, at a calculatory 20 years operating 
life, this equates to production costs of 0.03 to 0.05 Euros per kWh. This is less then those of 
either diesel or oil generators at today’s high oil prices (Gibraltar, Hawaii). 
 
Quality of Site a Primary Objective! 
 
Provided that the windmill is pitch 
controlled and meets present day 
rpm expectations, the decisive 
parameter for the economical value 
of a site, its related investment return, 
and its long lasting economical value, 
is its output potential per square 
meter of rotor surface. In wind 
strong locations like in Tarifa in 
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Spain, up to 2,000 kWh/m2 are being achieved with modern wind turbines, with 5 years old 
less higher machines up to 1,200 kWh/m2. At locations with poor wind speeds like in Baden-
Württemberg (SWP), only 700 kWh/m2, or 1,300 full load hours can be achieved, even with the 
state of the art Enercon E 66 – 1.5 MW. That machine is able to triple this number in wind-strong 
locations. 
 
Alternatively, the number of the full load hours is used to judge the qualification of a site. Well-
chosen sites achieve about 3,000 full load hours out of the total available 8,760 annual hours. 
When the rotor surface of the turbine wheel is increased by 20% for use at inland sites and for 
lesser wind speeds, up to the wind class 2, an increase of 10% to 15% can be achieved for the 
same site. 
 
In 2001, the German average for the installed output was 0.4 kWh/m2. However, since the 
tendency is towards relatively large rotor diameters, especially for wind-poor sites, that value is 
declining (for ENRON or Jacobs MD 77 only 0.33 kWh/m2). 
 
Feed-in Compensation and Costs 
 
Worldwide today, the feed-in compensations are still quite different and range from four to ten 
cents per kWh. The law regulating the feed-in of energy from renewable sources into the public 
distributor grid that went into effect in 1991, sparked an unprecedented upswing in the wind 
energy utilization in Germany. This federal law requires the energy providing businesses to 
accept electrical energy from renewable energy sources and stipulates a minimum amount to be 
paid for it.  
 
In April of 2000, the “Renewable Energy Law” (EEG) was passed in Germany and eventually 
confirmed by the European Court of Justice in March of 2001. The law regulates the 
compensation for energy from wind energy installations over a period of 20 years and provides 
for a sliding compensation schedule. At the beginning, the compensation amounts to 0.0910 Euro 
per kWh (17.8 Pfennig/kWh) and, subsequently, to 0.0619 Euros per kWh (12.1 Pfennig/kWh) 
after having exceeded the so-called reference yield. Higher compensation is dependent upon the 
wind situation at the respective site and the type of installation. 
 
Diagram on the right: 
Components of the electricity bill for a three-
person household model at an  average annual 
electricity usage of 3,500 kWh. The distribution 
of the total monthly cost of 50.04 Euro can be 
seen in the chart above. The chart does not take 
the value-added tax into consideration. 
Source: VDEW 
 
The reference yield, expressed in million kWh, 
will be defined by means of a separately 
prescribed type test for each individual 
installation and officially affirmed. 
 
In order to determine the time frame for which 
the compensation will be allowed, during the first 
five years a comparison between the subjected 
installation and the reference yield of a defined 
site with defined properties will be performed. 
For the reference site, a medium wind speed of 
5.5 m/s is assumed at a 30 meters hub height at a turbulence class of 1 (without wind 
turbulence). 
 

19,93 €

9,82 €

5,97 €

5,22 €

1,28 € 0,91 €

power generation 46%

network costs 23%

electricity tax 14%

franchise fee 12%

renewable energy act 3 %

power-heat cogeneration act 2%
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For each 0.75% of the reference yield by which the actual yield falls below 150%, the time frame 
for the higher compensation will be extended by two months. As a result, a weaker inland site 
with normally less than 20% capacity utilization will have 20 to 25 years of high compensation. 
Wind-strong locations with over seven m/s average wind speed will still remain profitable, even at 
a lower compensation. 
 
The Manufacturers and the Market 
 
As a result of the thus given market opportunities and accordingly increased number of pieces, 
domestic as well as foreign companies have made great progress in the development of reliable, 
efficient, and low maintenance energy installations. The costs per kW of rated power fell since 
1990 to 40% (list prices approximate 1,000 DM per MW rated power). And the still tumultuously 
expanding industry provided for over 30,000 new jobs. 
 
Before it and due to a fluctuating public support, there were some prosperous, but also some 
difficult years in the US. In these years, even the still leading manufacturers of today, such as 
VESTRAS, MICON, TACKE, etc., fell on bad times, and some manufacturers disappeared form 
the market altogether. Today, the industry is once again an area of strong growth potential.  
                   

Globally, the market 
leader is VESTAS. In this 
country, the German 
manufacturer ENERCON 
holds the lead with over 
40% market share and 
ranks second worldwide. 
This is clearly due to their 
use of the direct drive 
application and their 
pursuance of a forward-
looking technique. 

Because of their higher availability and good service support, they are finding increasingly more 
recognition. One would have to come to the conclusion that in the future the emphasis will be on 
direct drive machines. 
 
How Profitable Will a Wind Turbine be Over a Twenty Years Period? 
 
Today, an investor pays roughly the € equivalent 
of 0,76 to 0,87 Performance Investment Factor 
(PIF) times the number of the annually produced 
and fed-in kWh. If an installation achieves 
annually real feed-in proceeds of 1 million KWh, 
the going market price for the lock and key unit 
will be approximately 0.7 to 0.8 million Euros. 
The tendency is towards higher prices. An 
installation with a three million kW per annum 
production capability at a 1.5 MW rated output 
will, thus, have a price tag of close to 2.4 million 
Euros. 
 
Picture: Installation of the 3 NEG 1000 kW for Windwin in the Black Forest, north of St, Peter on November 
2000. (www.windwin.de) 
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If one does not make the effort to find a proper site himself and develops it up to the construction 
permit, he must face the fact that the purchase price of the lock and key installation will in 
essence include the realizable yield.  
 
At a wind strong site, the installation will achieve higher results and, thus, become more costly. 
Here, the developer receives the money up front correspondingly to the risk involved, and the 
property owner receives a higher compensation. However, an investor could potentially improve 
his yield by taking advantage of tax incentives; lower financing costs; and lower maintenance and 
administrative costs. Generally, one can calculate the production costs for a completed 
installation by multiplying the manufacturer’s list price by 1.4 to 1.6, dependent upon the degree 
of difficulty in the construction of the site.  
 
A site that yields 2 million KWh annually and required construction costs of approximately 1,12 
million €(like the 1,000 KW producing NEG Micon near the Schwarzwald wind park in the Simons 
forest =SWP), should normally not cost more than 1,64 million €. However, delays and additional 
costs for building permits; roadwork; transport and installation of heavy parts, up to 100 meter 
high towers; as well as expensive grid connections with transformer stations, can result in 
additional costs that could increase the factor by up to 1.8. In the case of the SWP, it took 5 
years starting from the lease contract for the property to the final delivery of the unit in working 
condition to the investor. 
 
At a PIF of 1.5, the invested capital (generally 20% of the total investment amount) achieves a 
gross profit of approximately 8% to 10% before taxes over a period of 20 years. Of course, this 
depends on the day-to-day operating expenses, the financing costs, and other incidental costs as 
well as the assessment of the residual value of the installation (usually approximately 20 to 30% 
of the acquisition cost). 
 
The operating costs of a wind farm are comprised of fixed and variable costs, and excluding the 
financing costs, equate to approximately 15% to 20% of the feed-in compensation. Individual 
manufacturers, such as ENERCON offer a “trouble free” package at 1 Cent per kWh of the 
realized compensation (of9,1 Cents, which is approximately 13%). The package includes all 
repair and service work including a 97% availability guarantee, but does not provide for insurance 
coverage. 
 
At a good gross return and in compliance with the statutory depreciation guidelines for assets 
(AfA) of 16 years, normally no provisions for loss allocations from other business for tax 
deduction purposes will be available. Digressive depreciation can only then result in temporary 
losses when either the purchasing price was too high or the energy yield is too low. One should 
stay away form these investments. 
 
Today, state subsidies are no longer existing. There only remains the partially “increased” feed-
in compensation when compared to other energy procurement costs. If one includes the hidden 
costs of the conventional energies, in some instances wind power can become comparatively 
even more cost effective. 
 
In spite of the high costs, the investment for the individual investor can become profitable when 
compared to other capital investments and could also become attractive as retirement income. 
This would require considering one’s tax situation, the accessibility to favorable financing 
sources, and tax exempt interest on income from life insurance funds. 
 
Financing 
 
Low interest bearing environmental credits of 5.5% or (exchange rate risky) Yen or SFR credits at 
only one or respectively 4% interest rate, provide a further leverage effect. The profitability of 
the employed capital could thus be substantially increased, i.e. by 20% to 30% based on the 
credit worthiness of the investor. Customers with good credit standings are able to obtain bank 
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loans for terms from 16 to 20 years with an initial investment of 20%. It is said there are 
companies that are willing to invest with just 10% or no initial investment at all, if they have good 
wind sites. These are but “windy” ventures and so-called “va banque” games. 
 
The lending institutions secure these loans through the transfer of all rights to the installation as 
well as the expected feed-in compensations. Occasionally, they require additional securities. 
 
In addition to loans with standard annuity provisions, customers can take out other forms of loans 
by which the pay back is not required before 16 to 20 years. This can be done by simultaneously 
subscribing to a redemption fund. For this purpose, a number of life insurance models or 
international investment funds with adequate returns are available. In these instances, customers 
with good credit standing will be able to collateralize the entire installation and delay the pay back 
of the full loan amount by 16 to 20 years. The pay back will be affected from the then matured 
redemption fund of good international value funds. If one invests approximately 20 to 25% of the 
investment amount simultaneously into these funds, within 20 years at a modest 8.5% interest 
rate, the full investment amount can be realized at maturity. Experience of the last 30 years 
shows that this can be achieved even in a shorter period of time. 
 
Comparison to Other Capital Investments 
 
Solid global investment funds, especially the so-called value funds such as the Templeton Growth 
Fund, have shown a pre-tax profit history of 14% to 15% per annum over the last 30 years (from 
1970 to 2001). And even after taxes still 12.5%. For some years, declines in values and even 
losses were experienced. This was especially true between 2000 and 2001 for investments in 
stocks and standard funds. As opposed to this, the annual profitability of wind farms never varies 
more than 20% and, thus, they never incur yearly losses. 
 
Picture: Wind miller Karl Schlecht in front of his three turbines, with 
1,000 KW each, 60 meter rotor diameters, and 70 meter towers, in 
the Black Forest, north of St. Peter. The NEG machines have angled 
non-adjustable “stall” blades. In this location the fight for a permit 
lasted for five years. Since the wind turbines are unfortunately limited 
to hundred meter hub height, losses are being suffered due to gales 
and an output that has been lowered by 7.5%. 10% longer pitch 
blades would be more appropriate. (See also www.windwin.de) 

 
For many investors, investment in wind power is thus much 
more assuring than investments in stocks, bonds, or mutual 
funds, where bonds often make up 50% of the total asset 
allocation to make them less volatile. Such mutual funds that 
are incidentally also part of the foundation portfolio, were still 
marred heavily by negative results in 2000 and 2001. 
  
In good conscience, good wind farms can thus be 
recommended as an admixture in a long-term investment 
portfolio. A 20% to 30% share in one’s personal investment 
portfolio will not only be profitable but also represent a 
contribution to a cleaner environment. 
 
They also promote good conscience towards our children. 
 
Dipl. Ing. Karl Schlecht 
Managing director NATENCO Iberica, Windwin KG, and Wintus GmbH. 
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Further information:  http://www.ifb.uni-stuttgart.de/~doerner/windenergie.html 
www.windpower.dk/tour/index.htm   http://www.wind-energie.de/ 
http://www.wind-energie.de/informationen/informationen.htm 

 


